We propose thresholding as an approach to deal with class imbalance. We define the concept of thresholding as a process of determining a decision boundary in the presence of a tunable parameter. The threshold is the maximum value of this tunable parameter where the conditions of a certain decision are satisfied. We show that thresholding is applicable not only for linear classifiers but also for non-linear classifiers. We show that this is the implicit assumption for many approaches to deal with class imbalance in linear classifiers. We then extend this paradigm beyond linear classification and show how non-linear classification can be dealt with under this umbrella framework of thresholding.
INTRODUCTION
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Outlier Definition, Detection, and Description On-Demand '16 San Francisco, CA, USA parts is highly skewed (as one can reasonably expect), then the scrapped parts can be defined as outliers. If the objective is scrap detection, i.e., to predict the scrapped parts before the EOL tests and determine conditions that lead to a scrap, we could transform this problem into a binary classification problem: The two classes would be the predominant good parts and the outlying scrapped parts.
Standard learning algorithms are designed to yield classifiers that maximize accuracy (minimize loss) with an assumption that the class distribution in the dataset is balanced, or nearly-balanced. In terms of binary classification, this would imply that the number of observations in one class is roughly equivalent to that of the other class. However, this assumption does not hold in the scrap detection problem. It has been shown that in such scenarios, where the underlying class distribution of data is imbalanced, the standard learning methods cannot perform properly [18] .
To further elaborate the issue and outcomes related to the class imbalance, consider the following example. If a dataset has 1% observations in the positive class and 99% observations in the negative class, a classifier that is simply maximizing overall accuracy might put all the observations in the negative class and record 99% accuracy. However, for the manufacturing use case, what we are actually interested in is correctly identifying the observations in the positive class. That is, if there are 99% of good parts and 1% of outlying bad parts, the above 99% overall accuracy would rather be counterproductive and not actionable, and the produced model does not shed much knowledge to detect the outliers.
This problem surfaces frequently not only in manufacturing but also in many other real-world applications. In network intrusion or fraud detection [5, 27, 30] , a very small portion of transactions would be identified as malicious, while almost every transaction is legitimate. In medical diagnosis [23] , predominant patient records indicate the patients are normal, whereas only few patients carry a certain disease.
We propose thresholding as a method to deal with the class imbalance problem in classification. This umbrella framework is defined in terms of a tunable parameter α and a threshold α * .The threshold α * is the maximum value for the tunable parameter α wherein the decision choice d is satisfied. In other words, decision D = d if α ≤ α * . A suitable choice of α * enables one to get actionable insights using classification in the presence of class imbalance.
We present here an illustration of thresholding in the context of binary linear classification, where the classes are labeled by 0 and 1 (i.e, D ∈ {0, 1}). The predicted value (output of a classifier) for a class variable of an instance α is often given as a real number between 0 and 1 (i.e., α ∈ [0, 1]). A threshold α * is then determined between 0 and 1 such that if the predicted value is less than the threshold, then the instance is predicted to belong to class 0 (i.e., D = 0 if α ≤ α * ). Usually, the threshold is arbitrarily chosen as 0.5 i.e. α * = 0.5. In this work, we provide a more principled approach to chose the threshold. We show that the ideal choice of the threshold is tightly coupled with the distribution of classes.
We are motivated by the traditional remedies, namely cost-sensitive learning [13, 38, 39, 26] and sampling techniques [21, 24, 1, 13] , that adjust the decision threshold to increase true positives (TP; correct predictions on the minority class instances). However, an application of such remedies often tends to overcompensate for true positives (TP) by sacrificing true negatives (TN). Though the right compromise is often difficult to reach, it is of paramount importance to have a guiding stick to reach an acceptable trade-off. Taking the manufacturing use case where the positives are the scrapped parts and the negatives are the good parts, it is unfavorable to have a low precision ( T P T P +F P ) because the false alarms (FP) may incur expensive follow-up actions. Our thresholding approach provides guidance in the direction of attaining the optimal trade-off.
Our contributions are three-fold:
• Firstly, we formalize the concept of thresholding and provide a novel perspective to classification using the concept as an umbrella framework. We show that the method of thresholding can be used to address class imbalance both for linear and non-linear classification.
• Secondly, for linear classifiers when the observed classes are discrete and the prediction is a real value, we provide a principled approach for choosing the threshold for the real-valued prediction to decide the predicted class of the observation. This threshold is based on the distribution of the classes in the dataset. This technique enables classification even in severely imbalanced datasets. If the class with fewer instances comprises of the outliers, this enables outlier detection.
• Thirdly, we provide a novel method of thresholding for non-linear classifiers like decision trees. In decision trees, we use the divide-and-conquer approach, which can define separate regions in the input space and learn a distinct threshold on each region. In particular, we propose a new method to define such subregions using the Rényi entropy [34] . We study the relations between the entropy and the class imbalance ratio in a subregion, and develop an algorithm to exploit the relationship for decision tree learning.
We begin with a review of related research (Section 2). Next, we deal with the concept of thresholding in linear classifiers (Section 3). We show that this is an implicit assumption for many approaches to deal with class imbalance. We then extend this paradigm beyond linear classification and show how decision trees can be dealt with under this umbrella framework of thresholding (Section 4). Lastly we present experimental results that show the accuracy and robustness of our proposed method (Section 5) and conclusion.
We would like to note that our choice of the algorithm subset, which is investigated under the proposed umbrella framework of thresholding in this paper, is motivated by interpretability. Taking the scrap detection use case in our introduction, it has been observed that the interpretable classification techniques achieve greater buy-in in non-traditional data mining domains like manufacturing.
RELATED RESEARCH
The class imbalance problem has been extensively studied in the literature. In this section, we review some of the representative work that are closely related to our work.
Sampling is arguably the simplest and the most widely used approach to deal with the class imbalance problem. The main idea is to rebalance the dataset such that the standard classification method can effectively fit the data without algorithmic modifications. Depending on how the sampling is done, the approach can be categorized as: Random under-sampling under-samples the majority class instances [13, 21] ; random over-sampling over-samples the minority class instances [24, 1] ; and synthetic data injection generates new synthetic samples according to the minority class distribution [4, 7] .
Another widely accepted approach is cost-sensitive learning [13] . This approach tackles the class imbalance problem by exploiting the cost matrix that defines the costs (penalties) associated with TP, FP, TN, and FN [38, 39, 26] . In particular, a misclassification of a minority class instance (FN) involves higher cost than that of a majority class instance (FP); whereas correct classifications (TP and TN) typically do not involve costs. By minimizing the classification cost (Equation 9), one can train a classifier that takes the class imbalance into account.
On the other hand, the decision tree approaches have been very different from the former two approaches. The idea is to modify the splitting criteria such that the decision tree learning algorithm can discover useful decision branches and, hence, build effective decision trees even in the presence of class imbalance. [10] proposed a splitting criterion in an effort to obtain more robust decision trees. Although its original objective was to improve the learning algorithm to satisfy the PAC learning condition [36] , later the proposed criterion was shown to improve the predictive accuracy of the decision trees on imbalanced datasets [11] . [25] and [6] further studied the relationship between the splitting criterion and the class distribution. In particular, they investigated the effect of the underlying class imbalance on different impurity measures and proposed new decision tree learning algorithms that use the class confidence proportion [25] and the Hellinger distance [6] as the splitting criterion.
The Rényi entropy [34] has been applied to decision tree learning as an effort to obtain effective decision models from imbalanced data. [28] and [16] simply used the Rényi entropy as a substitute of the Shannon entropy and showed that the Rényi entropy can be useful in learning a robust decision tree on imbalanced data, given a proper choice of the parameter α (which is fixed throughout the learning). However, proper parameter choices are not known a priori and, hence, one has to run with multiple parameter candidates to find the best among them. Later, [29] attempted to alleviate the issue by proposing ensembles of α-trees. That is, they used the Rényi entropy with multiple parameters to obtain diverse trees (each tree is trained with a fixed α) from data for building ensemble models. However, the ensemble decision is made by a simple majority vote which does not show consistent results in practice (see Section 5) .
In this work, we study the concept of thresholding as a general imbalance-sensitive model improvement approach.
Our approach incorporates thresholding with decision tree learning by devising a new splitting criterion that changes adaptively according to the underlying class distribution. Although we adopt the same Rényi entropy as the above mentioned methods, our method is different in that it decides the parameter α according to the class distribution at each decision node and, as a result, provides more accurate and stable performance.
ADDRESSING CLASS IMBALANCE WITH LINEAR CLASSIFIERS
In this section, we define a class of linear models and show how to adjust their decision threshold to fit the underlying class distribution in data. We then briefly overview two of the widely used methods that address the class imbalance problem in the context of learning linear classifiers -costsensitive learning and sampling -and relate these methods using an umbrella concept of thresholding.
A Class of Linear Models
This section defines a class of statistical models that generalizes linear regression and logistic regression. Let X = {xi} n i=1 and Y = {yi} n i=1 be the variables of our interest, where xi is a length m feature vector (input) and yi is its associate output variable. We refer to pi as a linear estimator of yi, if it is of the form pi = g( m j=1 wjxij + w0). Below we provide a generalized theorem which shows that pi varies linearly with the class imbalance for these linear classifiers.
Given that the observed variable of interest is yi, we denote its linear estimator by pi = g(θi). For all linear classification function of the form:
where dq dθ = g and c is a constant, the estimated value of the variable of interest varies linearly with the ratio of class imbalance.
Proof. By differentiating with respect to wj, we get:
. By differentiating with respect to w0, we get:
To minimize this loss function, taking
We suppose that observations yν ∈ {0, 1} are drawn from populations having exponential power distribution with means Y ν ∈ {Y 0, Y 1}, respectively. Assuming that the samples are sufficiently large and taking Yν as the sample means, we have Y ν ≈ Yν . If the ratio of the binary classes 1 and 0 is µ : 1 − µ, then depending on the class imbalance Equation 2 can be rewritten as:
Here p is the sample mean of the linear estimator. Notice that this sample mean varies linearly with the ratio of class imbalance. lemma 1. When the linear estimator is a logistic regressor, i.e., g(θi) = 1 1+e −θ i , then Theorem 1 implies that an appropriate loss function to minimize would be the log-likelihood loss function.
Direct Approach of Thresholding with Linear Classifiers
Without loss of generality, we continue to deal with the linear binary classifiers that form pi = g( m j=1 wjxij + w0). Let us further assume that pi ∈ [0, 1] and pi can be interpreted as the estimated probability that yi = 1 on the i-th observation xi. In this section, we show that the negative effect of class imbalance to the linear classifiers, can be alleviated by adjusting the decision threshold. By rewriting Equation 1 as the summations over the two classes, we obtain:
We let p {y i =ν} (ν ∈ {0, 1}) represent the population mean of class ν, and µ denote the class imbalance ratio. By minimizing Equation 4 with respect to w0, we obtain:
As in Equation 3, Y ν denotes the mean values of observations for the populations of class ν. Now, knowing Y ν = ν gives us:
Let α * be the threshold such that if pi < α * , then xi is classified as yi = 0; otherwise, it is classified as yi = 1. If pi = α * then it has equal probability of belonging to class 0 or class 1. In other words, the normalized distances from the mean should be equivalent when pi = α * ; i.e.,
. This implies:
From Equations 6 and 7, we get α * = µ, i.e., there is a direct mapping between threshold and imbalance. A point pi belongs to class 1 if
That is, given imbalance µ, we can decide the threshold such that the classification model takes the imbalance into account.
Indirect Approach of Thresholding with Linear Classifiers
In the previous section, we discussed a direct approach to the class imbalance problem with the linear classifiers which is essentially to shift the decision threshold along with the imbalance ratio. This section describes an indirect approach to cope with the imbalance problem in linear classification.
Recall that most standard classifiers implicitly assume that the dataset is balanced and, hence, often the decision threshold is 0.5, i.e., if pi ≤ 0.5 then yi = 0 and 1 otherwise. When the dataset is balanced, linear estimators Y 1, Y 0, pi and p satisfy the following equation:
The indirect approach works by rebalancing an imbalanced dataset such that the resultant estimator pi becomes (roughly) balanced and, therefore, the standard learning algorithms can perform reasonably well without making fundamental changes to the model. More specifically, the approach adjusts the importance that is associated with each class such that the positive class instances contribute more towards model learning. Conventionally, such a rebalancing is achieved by either the cost-sensitive approach [13] or the sampling techniques.
Cost-Sensitive Learning: One way to rebalance data is to increase the importance associated with the misclassification with the rarer or the outlier class, as opposed to associating the same importance to all misclassification. This leads to the cost-sensitive learning approach [13] . Recall that as the class imbalance ratio µ increases, the expected value E[p] becomes more biased towards the sample mean of class 1 (Equation 3). If µ 1 − µ then class 1 would be the predominant class. In the cost-sensitive approach, we associate distinct costs c0 and c1 respectively with class 0 and 1. Equation 1 can be extended for the cost-sensitive learning as:
Equation 3 is then generalized to:
leads to:
The expected value of the linear estimator obtained in Equation 8 is equivalent to that obtained when the two classes are balanced in the dataset.
Sampling: We note that introducing costs while dealing with imbalanced datasets leads to the change in loss function from Equation 1 to Equation 9. One way to introduce cost-sensitivity into decision making without changing the loss function is using sampling techniques. Having different sampling frequency for the two classes enables us to use the algorithms designed for balanced datasets for imbalanced datasets.
ADDRESSING CLASS IMBALANCE WITH DECISION TREES
In the previous section, we reviewed how to bias the decision threshold of linear classifiers and adjust them according to the imbalance in data. In this section, we extend the concept of thresholding towards decision trees and propose a novel decision tree learning algorithm, called Adaptive Rényi Decision Tree (ARDT).
Standard Decision Trees
Quinlan [31, 32] has introduced a decision tree learning algorithm that recursively builds a classifier in a top-down, divide-and-conquer manner. Due to its simplicity and computational efficiency, the algorithm has been widely accepted and extended in various ways [22] . On a training dataset D = {xi, yi} n i=1 , the algorithm learns a decision tree as below.
1: Select the best splitting feature and value on D according to a splitting criterion. 2: Create a decision node that splits on the feature and value selected; correspondingly, partition D into DL and DR. 3: Repeat steps 1-2 on DL and DR until all the leaf nodes satisfy stopping criteria. On each recursion, the tree grows by turning a leaf node into a decision split which has two or more child nodes (the above algorithm illustrates a binary split only for simplicity). The tree stops growing when all leaf nodes suffice certain stopping criteria which are usually defined by a combination of conditions, such as purity rates, node sizes, and tree depth.
How to split a leaf node is determined by a splitting criterion, which measures the impurity in a collection of training instances. The most commonly used splitting criterion is information gain (IG) based on the Shannon entropy [35] :
where
IG measures the expected reduction in entropy after the split specified by x. Equation 11 defines the Shannon entropy. It ranges between 0 and 1: it is maximized when P (y) is uniform, and minimized when P (y) is close to either 0 or 1 (see Figure 1) . As a result, the Shannon entropy measures the impurity in a data collection and, therefore, we can identify the best split by minimizing the expected entropy (Equation 10).
Reduced-error Pruning: The top-down induction of decision trees often results in models overfitted to training data. A common solution to this issue is pruning. To prune a decision tree, we traverse a unpruned tree in post-order (traverse the subtrees first, then the root) and replace a subtree into a leaf node if the replacement does not worsen a pruning criterion. [31] has proposed the reduced-error pruning criterion, with which subtree replacements are made according to the overall error (
). This criterion has been accepted as a rule of thumb in many application domains to alleviate the overfitting issue of decision trees.
Effects of Class Imbalance on Standard Decision Trees
Although the information gain criterion based on the Shannon entropy has shown preferable performances in many applications [22] , the criterion may not work properly when the dataset is imbalanced (P (y) 0.5) [28, 16] . That is, when using the criterion on imbalanced data, the produced classifier often becomes biased towards the negative class and ignores the positive class. The rationale behind this unfavor- able behavior can be found easily using the Bayes' theorem:
Consequently, the influence of each class y ∈ Y to the Shannon entropy is proportional to P (Y = y). This will further confuse the decision tree learning process and hinder us from obtaining accurate classifiers. In the next subsection, we present our approach that subes this undesirable behavior on imbalanced data.
Validity of Reduced-error Pruning on Imbalanced
Data: When data is imbalanced the reduced error pruning criterion may not be satisfactory, because the overall error is often dominated by FP, which in turn results in unwanted neglect on FN. In our approach in the next subsection, we show how to avoid this negative outcome with a simple modification of the criterion.
Our Approach
In this subsection, we propose a new decision tree learning method for the class imbalance problem, called Adaptive Rényi Decision Tree (ARDT), which applies the thresholding idea to adapt its splitting criterion according to the underlying class distribution at each decision node. We then present our pruning criterion that does not bias towards the negative class.
Learning Decision Trees in Consideration of
Class Imbalance
In Section 4.2, we discussed that the Shannon entropy becomes unreliable when the class prior distribution P (y) is highly skewed to one class. Knowing that the conventional entropy measure may get adversely affected by P (y), we develop a method that automatically adjusts the metric according to P (y). In particular, we propose to use the Rényi entropy [34] as a new splitting criterion. The Rényi entropy is defined as:
where α is a user parameter that determines the operating characteristics of the entropy measure. Figure 1 shows how the entropy changes according to α. When α decreases from 1 to 0, the region where the entropy is maximized becomes wider; while α increases from 1, the arc shape turns thinner and the region where the entropy is maximized becomes narrower. Note that the Rényi entropy generalizes the Shannon entropy. That is, the Rényi entropy tends to the Shannon entropy as α → 1. For a more theoretical review of the Rényi entropy, see [37] . Although the Rényi entropy has been applied to decision tree learning in [28, 16] , their extensions are limited in that they simply replaced the entropy measure and hardly exploited the relationship between the different operating characteristics driven by parameter α and the class prior distribution P (y). In the following, we study the relationship between α and P (y) and show how we incorporate the concept of thresholding in developing our new learning algorithm.
Without loss of generality, we discuss the decision tree learning process at an arbitrary decision node l. Let P l (y) class denote the prior distribution at node l. Let P l (y|x < a) and P l (y|x > a) be the distributions on the partitions from node l, where x < a and x > a represent a binary partition. Note that P l (y|x < a) = P 2l (y) and P l (y|x > a) = P 2l+1 (y) will become the children of node l. Also note that, on each decision node, the class prior is changing; i.e., P l (y) ≤ P 2l (y) and P l (y) ≥ P 2l+1 (y), or vice versa. Now recall that on imbalanced data the Shannon entropy may become biased towards the negative class. This can be seen more clearly on the entropy curve: In Figure 1 , the dashed line draws the Shannon entropy. When working with a dataset where only few instances fall in class Y = 1 (and the majority of them fall in Y = 0), there will be many candidate partitions whose P (y|x) is close to 0. This results in the overestimation of information gain on arbitrary partitions and may lead to a decision tree that favors the negative class instances.
By adopting the Rényi entropy, we can alleviate this undesirable behavior by adjusting its parameter α according to the class prior distribution at node l, P l (y). More specifically, we set parameter α to maximize H Rényi on P l (y) and promote purer partitions (e.g., min(P l (y), 1 − P l (y)) > min(P l (y|x < a), 1 − P l (y|x < a))). Let α * be such a value of the parameter. Then, threshold α * can be found by seeking the largest value of α that satisfies H Rényi (α, P l (y)) = 1. This can be formally written as:
Assuming the underlying class distribution is continuous and at least twice differentiable, we can analytically derive α * as:
However, such assumptions do not always hold when the target variable Y is discrete. Therefore, instead of using Equation 13, we heuristically find α using a sequential search. Algorithm 1 implements this search procedure. By varying α from 1 to 0 (with a step size ), it attempts to find the largest α that satisfies H Rényi (α, P l (y)) = 1. Notice that we are switching back to the Shannon entropy when P l (y) is equal to 0.5; that is, when the class prior distribution is balanced. Lastly, Algorithm 2 summarizes our proposed decision tree learning algorithm. 
Algorithm 1 Find-alpha

Pruning Decision Trees
In order to avoid the unwanted neglect of the positive class instances through pruning (see Section 4.1), we prune the tree using the Balanced Classification Rate (BCR) [8] , which is the geometric mean of sensitivity and specificity, as a pruning criterion:
By considering sensitivity and specificity independently, we prevent the negative class dominates the pruning and effectively suppress the misclassification of both classes (FN and FP). We refer our pruning criterion as to improved-BCR pruning.
EXPERIMENTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the ARDT method, we perform two sets of experiments. In Section 5.1, we evaluate the accuracy of our proposed method and its robustness against class imbalance using publicly available imbalanced datasets. Specifically, we compare the performance of ARDT and other baseline methods, and analyze their predictive accuracy in the presence of class imbalance. In Section 5.2, we apply ARDT to a real world outlier detection problem, where we want to automatically identify bad parts or scrap produced in a manufacturing assembly line. Through the study, we empirically verify the usefulness of ARDT in addressing the problem.
Evaluation with Public Data
We perform experiments on 18 publicly available imbalanced datasets that are listed in Table 1 1 . These datasets are obtained from various domains, including audio categorization (Birds [3] ), optical character recognition (Letter [17] ), scientific classification (Glass [15] , Yeast [12] , and Ecoli [20] ), medical diagnosis (Thyroid [33] ), and industrial classification (Pageblock [14] and Led7digit [2] ).
Methods:
We compare the performance of our proposed method, which we refer to as Adaptive Rényi Decision Tree (ARDT), with the conventional techniques treating the class imbalance problem, including the cost-sensitive learning and sampling. More specifically, we compare ARDT with the linear regression (LinR) and logistic regression (LogR) models that are trained with a cost matrix [38] or are trained on under/over-sampled data [21, 1] . As a result, our baselines include the following eight combinations: standard linear regression (LinR), cost-sensitive LinR (LinR+CS), LinR with random under-sampling (LinR+US), LinR with random over-sampling (LinR+OS), standard logistic regression (LogR), cost-sensitive LogR (LogR+CS), LogR with random under-sampling (LogR+US), and LogR with random oversampling (LogR+OS).
We also compare ARDT with the standard decision tree [32] and its variants that are designed to solve the class imbalance problem. These include: C4.5 (CDT) [32] , Decision trees using DKM (DKMDT) [10] , Hellinger Distance Decision Tree (HDDT) [6] , and Ensemble of α-Trees (EAT) [29] . For all decision tree models, we prune the decision trees using the improved-BCR criterion (see Section 4.3.2).
Metrics:
We use the following evaluation metrics to compare the methods.
• F1-score (FSCORE): FSCORE measures the harmonic mean of the precision and sensitivity of a classifier. It provides a reasonable summary of the performance on each of the majority and minority classes, and therefore is of our primary concern.
• Accuracy (ACC): ACC measures how correctly a method classifies instances. Although it may not precisely reflect how a method behaves (e.g., blindly predicting every instance as the majority class could achieve higher ACC), since it is an important metric in many applications, we include it in our discussion. Results: Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the average rank (where 1 is best and 13 is worst) of the methods across all the datasets, in terms of FSCORE and ACC. All results are obtained using the Friedman test followed by Holm's stepdown procedure with a 0.05 significance level [9, 19] . We (a) F1-score (FSCORE) (b) Accuracy (ACC) Figure 2 : Performance of the compared methods in terms of average rank using the Friedman test followed by Holm's step-down procedure at α = 0.05. The methods which are statistically equivalent to ARDT are connected with a gray line.
also report the detailed breakdown of the performance in tables 2 and 3. On each dataset, we perform ten-fold cross validation. The numbers in parentheses indicate the relative rank of the methods on each dataset. The best result on each dataset is shown in bold face.
In terms of FSCORE (Figure 2(a) and Table 2 ), our ARDT method produces the most preferable results. It outperforms all the other methods on nine datasets, and manages relatively high ranks on the rest datasets. This signifies that our method is able to improve the sensitivity ( T P T P +F N ) while it maintains a low FP (that is, high precision (
Based on the Friedman test, HDDT results in statistically equivalent results to our method, while CDT and EAT also produce competitive results. On the other hand, although the conventional approaches (LinR+CS, LinR+US, LinR+OS, LogR+CS, LogR+US, and LogR+OS) show improvements over their base methods (LinR and LogR), their results are not as good as our method.
In terms of ACC (Figure 2(b) and Table 3 ), our ARDT method also performs the best. ARDT outperforms all the other methods on eight datasets and is evaluated as the best methods with HDDT and DKMDT by the Friedman test. However, we would like to point out that DKMDT is not a reliable method for our test datasets, because it fails to produce consistent FSCOREs which tells us DKMDT produces rather biased classification models. Similarly, the conventional approaches (LinR+CS, LinR+US, LinR+OS, LogR+CS, LogR+US, and LogR+OS) turn out decreasing ACC, compared to that of their base methods (LinR and LogR). This demonstrates that the conventional approaches are sacrificing a large number of negative (majority class) instances for a relatively smaller improvement in positive (minority) class. On the contrary, our ARDT method does not show such a tendency but results in reliable outputs both in terms of FSCORE and ACC.
Application to Manufacturing
We apply the proposed method of thresholding to the manufacturing domain. Our investigations focus on the production lines in manufacturing plants. Typically, an assembly line is associated with multiple stations where different An illustration of an assembly line is shown in Figure 3 . We have represented a production station by a rectangle. In the figure station 1, 2, k and p in blue rectangles depict the production stations.
At the end of an assembly line, there is usually a series of special testing stations inspecting the quality of the final finished product. These testing stations are called end-ofline (EOL) testing stations. In Figure 3 , a test station is represented by a rhombus. The EOL testing stations are shown in gray.
If a product does not meet the required quality criteria, it is usually rejected or scrapped. A rejected product is called a scrap or bad part and an accepted product is called a good part. In an advanced manufacturing plant usually the amount of bad parts produced is very little as compared to good parts.
The information that is gathered and used in our study is from the measurements in an assembly line and the end of line tests. The objective is to determine if scrap can be detected beforehand and what conditions leading to scrap. In this work, the product under investigation is a pump. Each instance of the pump that is produced in this manufacturing process is called a part.
Description of the dataset used: The data comprises of 16 factors or variables and information for 5K parts manufactured within a period of 2 months with daily scrap rate fluctuating between 6 − 16%.
Methods and Metrics:
We evaluate the 6 outstanding methods (in FSCORE) from Section 5.1. Namely, we test ARDT, HDDT, CDT, EAT, LogR+OS, and LinR+OS on our dataset obtained from the manufacturing assembly line, and compare FSCORE and ACC of the results.
Results: Figure 4 shows the outlier (scrap) detection results in terms of FSCORE and ACC. All results are obtained from ten-fold cross validation. The numbers in bold face indicate the best result.
Based on the results, our ARDT method clearly outperforms the rest of the methods in terms of both FSCORE and ACC. This signifies that ARDT not only improves the accuracy in identifying the positive (scrap) class, but also maintains a good (overall) detection accuracy. Interestingly, although statistically equivalent, ARDT shows even higher FSCORE and ACC than EAT, which builds and classifies using an ensemble of multiple Rényi decision trees. We attribute this to the adaptive decision branches of ARDT that make the model as robust and precise as an ensemble model. On the other hand, although HDDT and CDT produce competitive ACC, their low FSCORE (high FN or FP) makes the methods less preferable on our dataset.
Notice that all the decision tree models (ARDT, EAT, HDDT, CDT) show higher ACC than two of the over-sampled linear models (LogR+OS, LinR+OS). One possible explanation is that the data has a non-linear boundary between good and scrap parts, which could be captured by neither LogR+OS nor LinR+OS.
To summarize, through the empirical evaluation study, we tested and compared ARDT with other methods designed to address the class imbalance problem. Our observations strongly support the effectiveness of our ARDT method and its adaptive splitting criterion in solving the classification problem with class imbalance. Our case study with the application to the manufacturing domain also confirms the capability of ARDT in addressing the scrap detection problem. Our method has shown that it can effectually identify the outlying bad parts in a collection of the assembly line data.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we formalized the concept of thresholding and proposed a novel approach to exploit thresholding to improve classification in imbalanced datasets. We defined the concept of thresholding for linear classifiers. With the aid of thresholding, we showed a principled methodology of addressing class imbalance for linear classifiers. We also demonstrated that thresholding is an implicit assumption for many approaches to deal with class imbalance. We then extended this paradigm beyond linear classification to develop a novel decision tree building method. Our approach incorporates thresholding with decision tree learning by devising a new splitting criterion that changes adaptively according to the underlying class distribution. Although we adopt the same Rényi entropy as the existing methods, our method is different in that we decide the Rényi parameter α according to the class distribution at each decision node. Our experiments on 18 publicly available imbalanced datasets showed that our proposed method is more accurate and robust than the compared methods in terms of both precision and sensitivity.
By formulating the outlier detection problem as a classification problem where the outliers comprise of the rarer class, the proposed method can be used for outlier detection. Taking the manufacturing domain as an example, we demonstrated the extensive applicability of this method in real-life scenarios. In an advanced manufacturing process, where the scrap rate is very low, we showed that our method can be used to identify the outlying scraps with greater accuracy than the current state-of-the art methods.
Future work includes applying the novel ARDT method to other real-life use cases and demonstrating the concept of thresholding in other types of classifiers.
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